Sylvia Earle is on a mission to
protect the world’s oceans.
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A Shining Example

GEARING UP Kids in Cabo Pulmo,
Mexico, try out new snorkel kits.

WHAT A SIGHT
Striped snappers
swim in Cabo
Pulmo, Mexico.

areas of the ocean that are either
protected or in need of protection.
The Gulf of California Hope Spot
(see map) is one of the most protected
ocean areas in the world.
It wasn’t always that way. Overfishing in the 1980s caused a sharp
drop in the number of fish in the
area, and the health of the reef
was in danger. The people of Cabo

Pulmo were worried, so they asked
the Mexican government to protect
the waters. In 1995, the government
took action by creating the Cabo
Pulmo National Marine Park. Fishing is not allowed.
Today, the number of fish in the
area has increased by nearly 500%.
The change has benefited the area
economically; tourism has become

an important business in Cabo Pulmo.
“For us, it’s a shining
example of what a marine
protected area should look
like,” Mission Blue’s Kip Evans
told TFK.

Hope for the Future

Earle and the Mission Blue team
believe Hope Spot expeditions are
raising awareness about the importance of conservation. With their
visit to the Gulf of California Hope
Spot, the team intends to show the
world what the kids who live there
already know: Cabo Pulmo is a
priceless underwater treasure.
“The kids know Cabo Pulmo is a
special place,” says Pilu Hermosilla of
Cabo Pulmo Diving. She was one of
the teachers on the Sunday morning

Sylvia Earle
(center).
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glorious adjective: having great
beauty
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What can kids do
to show that they are
passionate about the ocean?

Think
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Sylvia Alice Earle was born on
August 30, 1935, in Gibbstown,

trip with Earle. “The kids, the village,
and the families here, they protect
the reefs like nothing [else].”
What can you do? Kip Evans
says snorkeling will help you learn
about sea life. “It’s a great way to
introduce yourself to the ocean,” he
says. But even if you don’t live near
the water, you can still make a difference. “The most important thing
is to be passionate about one of the
most important features on our
planet,” says Evans.
After all, as Earle says, “we’re
just getting started, as far as ocean
exploration is concerned.”
—By Jaime Joyce
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To watch a video about Mission Blue, visit timeforkids.com/ocean. 5
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